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Comrades,
The deliberations of your conference are
coming to an end. You are n w about to adopt
resolutions. I have no doubt that you will adopt
them unanimously. In these resolutions-I know
something about them-you approve the control
figures of industry for 1931 and promise to
fulfill them.
A bolshevik's word is a serious word. The
bolsheviks are accustomed to fulfill their , promises. But what does it mean to promise to
fulfill the control figures for 1931? It means to
insure a general growth of industrial output by
45°/0' And this is a very big task. Moreover,
such a promise means that you not only pledge
to carry out our Plattletka 'in four years-this
goes without saying, end requires no more re:solutions-it means that you promise to fulfill
it in three years in all the basic, leading industri es.

It is commendable that the conference pledges
to fulfill the program for 1931, to fulfill the
Piatiletka in three years. But we have been
taught by "bitter experience", that not all promises are carried out. In the beginning of 1930 a
similar pledge to fulfill the yearly plan was
undertaken. At that time it was necessary to
increase the output of our industries by 31-32 per cent. However, the promise was not
carried out. In reality, the industrial output in
1930 advanced only 25 per cent. We must ask
ourselves: will not the same thing occur again
this year? The workers of our leading industries now pledge to increase the industrial
production in 1931 by 45 per cent. But what
. guarantee have we that the promise will be
fulfilled?
What is required in order to fulfill the control figures, in order to yield an increase in
production by 45 per cent, in order to secure
the fulfillment of the Five Year Plan not in '
four, . but, as regards the key industries, in
three years?
Two fundamental conditions are necessary.
First, genuine, or as you term it, objective,
possibilities must exist.
Secondly, there must be a willingness and
ability to conduct our enterprises in such a
way as to bring these possibilities into effect.
6

Did we have these objective possibilities for
the complete fulfillment of the 'plan last year?
Yes, we did. Undeniable facts testify to this.
The facts are that in March and April of last
year our industry gave a 31 per cent increase
in production as compared with the previous
year. Why then did we fail to fulfill the plan
for the whole year? What interfered? What was
lacking? We lacked the ability to utilize the
existing possibilities,. the ability to manage
properly factories, mills, and mines.
We had the first condition: the objective
possibilities for the fulfillment of the plan. But
we did not have in sufficient degree the second
condition: the ability to manage production.
And precisely for this reason our plan was not
carried out in full. Instead of 31-32 per cent
increase we had only 25 per cent. Of course,
a 25 per cent increase is a big thing. No capitalist country had in 1930 or now any production increase. All capita list countries without
exception record a sharp decline in production .
Under such conditions a 25 per cent increase
is a big step forward. We could have produced more for we had all the necessary "objective conditions for it.
What guarantee is there that the experience
of last year will not be repeated this year, that
the plan will be carried out in full, that the
II
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existing posslbillues will be utilized by us properly, that your pledge will not remain a measu re on paper?
In the history of governments and countries,
in the history of armies, there have been cases
when every possibility for success and for victory
was at hand but th ese possibilities were negl ect ed because the leaders did not notice them,
did not know how to utilize them , and th e
armies su ffer ed defeat.
Have we all possibiliti es required for the
fulfillm ent of th e cont rol figures in 1931?
Yes, these possibilities are all at hand.
What do the y co nsist of? What i s needed in
order to realize these po ssibilities?
First of all natural resourc es are required:
iron , ar e, coal, o il, ' g rai n, cott on. Do we have
them? Yes, we do. We hav e lar g er quantiti es
than any other country .

URALS A COMBINATION_ OF WEALT H.
T ake th e U rals alon e whi ch repres ent s such

a combi nati on of w ealth a cannot be foun d
in any other countr y . Or e, coal, copper, o il ,
gratn -v-what don't yo u h ave in the Urals? VVe
,have everything with the exception perhaps of
rubber. But within a ye ar or two we will ha ve
our own rubber as well. As far as natu ral
reso urces are conc ern ed w e are full y sec ured.
Vtfe even have more than necessarv . "
What els e is required?
"'
Th e existence of a govern men t de sirou s and
cap abl e of utillztng thes e immen se natural resources in th e interests of th e nation. Have w e
such a governm ent? My answ er is affirm ati vE' _
True, our work in utilizin g ' nat ural resource:
i som etimes accompa ni ed by friction between
our own workers. For in st ance, la st ye ar th e
Soviet Government had a seri ous controve rsy
on the qu estion of th e for mation of a secon d
~ oal and metal base withou t which w e can no t
~l

develop further. We have already overcome
these difficulties and shall soon have this base.
What else is wanted?
It is necessary that the Government should
e njoy the support of the million strong masses of
workers and peasants. Does our Government enjoy
s uch support? It does. No other Government in
the world enjoys such support among its workers
and peasants as does Soviet Government. I shall
not refer to the growth of socialist com petition,
the spread of shock brigades, the campaign in
behalf of the workers' production plans. All
these facts which clearly reflect the support of the
oviet Government by millions, are well known.
What else is required in order to fulfill and
urpass the control figure for 19317
\Ve must have 'a system free of the incurable
diseases of capitalism and having serious advan- tag es over capitalism. Crisis, unemployment,
waste, general poverty, are the incurable diseaes of capitalism. Our system does not suffer
fro m these diseases because the government
j
in our hands, in the hands of the working
lass, because we are conducting a planned
econo my, are accumulating resources in a planned way and properly distributing them among
t he different branches of the national economy.
We are free of the incurable diseases of capitalism. Therein lies our distinction, therein lies
10

o r decisive superiority ' over 'capitalism. See
how the capitalists attempt to solve the crisis.
]hey reduce the workers' wages to a minimum.
!~ey reduce the prices of raw materials and
food products as much as possible. But they
do\ not want to reduce to any appreciable degree
the prices of manufactured products. This means
that they want to overcome the crisis at the
expense of the basic consumers, at the expense
of the workers, at the expense of the peasants,
at the expense of the toilers of countries producing raw materials and food. The capitalists
kill the hen that lays golden eggs. And instead
of ending the crisis they aggravate it, stimulate
new conditions leading to a new, and even
more serious crisis. Our advantage consists in
that we know no crisis of overproduction, we
do not and will not have millions of unernplayed, we do not have anarchy in production).
for we are conducting a planned economy. Nor
is this all. We are a country of the most concentrated industry. That means that we can build
our industry on the basis of the best technique
and thereby secure an unprecedented productivity
of labour, an unprecedented rate of accumulation.
Our weakness in the past has been that this
industry was based upon a scattered peasant
economy. This was so, although it no longer holds
true. To-morrow, perhaps within a year, we will
11
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become the country of the largest scale agl\iculture ill the world. The State and collective
farms -and they are forms of large scale agri L
culture - already this year yielded half of adr
marketable grain. Thus our system, the Soviet s{ stem affords possibilities of rapid progress which
no single bourgeois country can even dream lot.
What else is ' required in .order .to move by
leaps and bounds?
We need a party sufficiently solidified and
united in order to direct the efforts of the best
members of the working class to one purpose,
and sufficiently experienced not to be dismayed
by difficulties, a party systematically pursuing
a correct., revolutionary, bolshevist policy. Have
we such a party and is its policy correct? In
both cases, yes. The successes have been con siderable. This is now recognized by friends
a s well as enemies of the working class. See
how all the well-known "honourable" gentlemen,
Fish in America, Churchill in England, Poincare
in France, howl and rage against us! Why do they
behave so? Because the policy of our Party
is correct, because it has success after success.
Such, comrades, are the possibilities which
facilitate the fulfillment of the control figures
of 1931, which make it possible to iulli 11 the
Five Year PI an in four years, an din the key
ind ustries even in thre e years.
12
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"OBJECTIVE" POSSIBILITI ES.

Thus, the first condition for the f ulfillrn ent
of th e plan -- the "objective" possibiliti e -'exist here.
Have we the second condition, the ahilit y
to utilize these possibilities?
In other words, do we have an efficient management of the factories, mills and mines?
Is .everything in order in these fields?
Unfortunately, not everything is perfe ct here.
As ·bolsheviks we must state this frankl y and
openly.
What do es it mean to manage produ ction?
You do not alwa ys meet a bolshevist attitude
towards this question of industrial management.
Many among us think that to manage means
igning papers. This is deplorable, nevertheless
true. At times one recall s Schedrin 's Po mpadours. Do you remember how the lady po mpadour ta ught the young . pompadour: "Don'r
break your head over science, don't go deeply
i:.1,

nto business, let others do this, this is not
your business - your business is to direct, to
sign papers". It must be admitted to our shame
that among us too, among the bolsheviks there
are a good many people who direct by signing
papers. And with regard to getting a real insight
into the business, learning technique becoming
master of the business, there is "nothing doing".
How has it happened that we, bolsheviks,
who have made three revolutions, who came
o ut victory in the bitter civil war, we who have
solved .the vast problem of creating an .industry,
who have directed the peasantry to the path
of socialism, how is it that in the matter (of
ind ustrial management we bow to a slip ·o f
paper?
The reason is that it is easier to sign a paper
than to manage production. Many managers
t herefore chose the line of least resistance. We
too, the centre, bear a share of the blame.
About ten years ago a slogan was issued:
"Since Communists do not yet properly unders tand the technique of production; since they
must still learn the art of management, let the
technicians .and engineers - the specialists carry -on production, while you, Communists,
should not interfere with the technique of the
business, but, while not interfering, study
technique tirelessly, study the science of rna -

j
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nagement in order later to become together with
our loyal specialists true leaders of industry,
true masters of business". Such was the slogan,
and what has resulted therefrom? The second
part of this formula has been cast aside for it
is hard to learn, while the first part of the
formula has been vulgarized and non-Interference
has been interpreted as a refusal to study the
technique of production. The result has been
nonsense, 'harmful and dangerous nonsense
which the sooner we discard the better.

15

SIGNALS OF TROUBLE.

Actuality itself has more than once signall ed
us that there was trouble in this field . The
Shakhty case was. the first signal. The shakhty
cas e showed that th e party organization and
the trade unions lacked revolutionary vigilan ce.
It showed that our bus iness managers wer e
disgracefully backward in a technical respect,
th at the engineers and technicians working
without co ntrol rolled more easily toward s th e
path of wrecking activities, especially as th ey
were constantly besieg ed by "offers" from ou r
e nemies abroad. The second signal was the
"Ind ust rial Partv " trial.
Of course, the underlying cause of wreck ingis the class struggle. Naturally the class enemy
frantically resists th e so cialist offensive. This
alone however . is no ad equate explanation of
su ch a rich blossoming of sabotage .
How did it happen th at sabotag e assu med
suc h wide dim en sions? Who is to blame for H?
16
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\Ve are to be blamed, for had we handled
the business of industrial management differently, had we taken up earlier the work of
studying its technique, the conquering of sam e
had we mo re frequently and efficiently intervened in the management of .business, .the
wreckers could not have done so much da mage .
,
.
We must ourselves become
specialists,
masters of industry, we must turn .t o technique, .
to tec hnica l science-such has been the lesson
of life itself. But neither the first ' signal, nor
even the second signal insured the necessary
turn . It is time, it has long been time to turn
towards technique. It is time to cast aside the
old slogan, the obsolete slogan of non-inter terence into technique and become specialists
experts, full masters of the business .
It is frequently asked why do we not have
single command? We do not and will riot have
it unless we learn technique. As long as among
LIS, among bolsheviks, there ist not yet a sufficient number of people thoroughly acquainted
with the technical questions, economics. and fi na nce, so long will we not have genuine
single command. You can write any number of
resolutions , you can take any oaths, but unless
you grasp the technique, economics, Iinance
of the facto ry, mill, mine, it will all be useless,
2--118
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Thus, the task now is to study the technique
of becoming masters of the business. This alone
provides a guarantee that our plans will be
carried out in fu11, and single command will
be established.
This of course, is no easy matter, but it can
. certainly be accomplished. Science, technical
experience, knowledge are all things that can
be acquired. ' To- day we may not have them
but to-morrow we will. The main point is to
have the passionate bolshevist desire to capture
technique, to get hold of the science of production. With this passionate desire, everything can be achieved, everything can be
overcome.
It is sometimes asked whether it is not possible to slow down a bit in tempo, to retard
the movement. No, comrades, this . is impossible! It is impossible to reduce the tempo! On
the contrary, it is necessary as far as possible
to accelerate it. This necessity is dictated by
our obligations before the workers and peasants
of the U.S.S.R. This is dictated to us by our
obligations before the working class of the
whole world. To slacken the .tempo is to fall
behind. And the backward are always beaten.
But we do not want to be beaten. No, we do
not want this! The history of old Russia consisted in the fact that she was endlessly bea18

ten because of her backwardness. She was
beaten by the Mongolean Khans. She wa s
beaten by the Turkish beys. She was bea ten
by the Swedish feudals. She was beaten by
the Polish-Lithuanian "pans". She was beaten
by the Anglo-French capitalists. She was beaten by the Japanese barons. Beaten for her
ignorance, for military backwardness, for cultural backwardness, for Governmental backwardness, for industrial backwardness, for agricultural backwardness. Do you remember t he
words of the pre-revolutionary poet: "You a re
both poor and plentiful, you are both powerful and helpless, mother Russia". These words
of the old poet were known well to those
gentlemen. They beat her ·s aying : "You are
plentiful" , - so there is room for profit. Th e y
beat her saying: "You are poor and h.elpless"so you can be beaten and plundered with irnpunity. Such is the law of capitalism - to be at
the backward and the weak. The wolfish law
of capitalism. You are backward, you are weak
so you are wrong, hence you can be beaten
and enslaved. You are mighty so you are righ t
hence you must be guarded against.

19

"WE MUST NOT BE BACK\VARD".

That is why we must no longer be backward.
In th e past we did not and could not have
anv fatherland. But now that we have a worki
clast! Government, we have
fatherland,
and we will defend its independence. Do you
want OUf socialist fatherla nd to be beaten and
to Jose it s independence? If yo u do not want
t his yo u must, within the shortest possible
pe riod , end its backwardness and develop
genuine bolshevist speed in the progress of Us
ec on omics . Th ere are no other roads. That is
w hy . Lenin said during th e Octo ber days:
"E ither death, or we mustcatch up and outtrip the advanced capitalist co untries ".
\Ve are 50-100 years behind the advanced
co untries . We must cover this distance in
10 ye ars. Ei th er we do this or we will be
crus he d.
This is what our obligation before th e worke rs and peasants of the U.S.S.R . dictate us to do.

ng
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We have however still more serious and
more important obligations. What are our obligations to the world proletariat? They C011cide with our first obligations. But we regard
them still higher. The working class of the
U.S.S.R. is a part of the world working class.
\Ve have triumphed not only through the efforts
of the working class of the U.S.S.R. but also
by the support of the working class of the
world. Without this support we would long
ago have been torn to pieces. It is said that
our country is the shock brigade of the proletariat of ·all countries. This is well said. Whv
does the international proletariat support us;
how did we deserve this support? We merited
it by the fact that we were. the first to fli ng
ourselves into the battle against capitalism, we
were the first to establish a working class power,
we were the first to begin building socialism ..
We merited it by the fact that we are working
for a cause which if successful will upset the
whole world and free the entire working class.
And what is wanted for success? The elimination of our backwardness, the development
of a high bolshevist tem po of construction. Vle
111 ust move forward so that the working class
of the whole world looking at us might S3y:
"Here is my advance guard, here is my shock
brig'lde, her e is my working class power, here
21

is my fatherland; the y promote their cause, our
cause. : well, Iet us support them against the
capitalists and fan the flames of 'the world revolution".. Must we justify the hopes of the
world 's working class? Yes, we must if we are
110t hopelessly to disgrace ourselves. Such are
OUf obligations.
You see, they dictate a bolshevist tempo of
development to us.
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OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS ·
I cannot say that we have not accomplished
anything in these years with regard to industrial
management. In fact, we have accomplished
a good deal. We have doubled our industrial
production compared with the . pre-war level.
We have ·created the biggest · agricultural production . in the world. But we could have
accomplished even : more had we seen to it that
we properly learn to manage production, learn
Its: technique, financial and economic aspects.
In . ten years at most we must cover the distance which separates us from the advanced
countries of capitalism. We have all the "objective" possibilities to do it. What is lacking
onl y. . is the ability to properly utilize these
possibilities. And this depends upon us. Upon
us alone! It is time that we learn to utilize
these possibilities. It is time to put an end
to the rotten policy of noninterference in production. It is time to adopt a new policy more
23

III accord with the present period, the policy
of intervening into everything. If you are a
Iactory manager, take a hand in all the affairs
of the factory, look into everything, let nothing
miss you, learn and learn more. The bolshevlk s
must capture technique. It is time for the bolsheviks themselves to become specialists. Tech11 iq ue d uri ng the period of reconstruction decides
every thi ng . And a business manager who does
not want to learn technique, who does not want
to master technique, is a joke rather th.m [l
manager.
It is said that it is hard to learn technique.
This' is untrue. There are no strongholds which
the bolsheviks were unable to capture. We
have solved a number of most difficult · problems. We have seized power. We have faced
the middle pesants in the direction of socialism. We have already accomplished the most
important thing from the point of view of reconstruction. Little remains to do. We must
learn technique, capture science. And when
we do this we will show such a tempo of which
we dare not even dream at present. And we
will do this if we earnestly desire it.
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